
Reopening Puyallup Schools
June 26, 2020



• Washington State Governor ordered schools closed on March 17, 
2020 because of COVID-19

• Puyallup School District began continuous learning for students and 
families on March 19, 2020

• Puyallup School District’s calendar was modified and the last day for 
students is June 19, 2020

• OSPI directed school districts to plan for a fall opening
• Administrative designee commissioned the formation of an

Instructional Model Taskforce and a Health & Safety Taskforce

BACKGROUND
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• District Administrators
• School Principals
• Staff (Certificated and Classified)
• Parents/Guardians
• Right At School (Childcare)

TASKFORCE: INSTRUCTION
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• Operations
• Safety and Security
• Student Health
• Maintenance
• Transportation
• Food and Nutrition Services
• Human Resources
• Additional members include staff and school principals, and 

parent/community leaders

TASKFORCE: HEALTH & SAFETY
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
• Examine and design implementation plans for two non-traditional 

instructional models:
• Continuous (distance) learning 2.0
• Hybrid (in-person with continuous learning)

• Develop common expectations for grade levels and content areas
• Align instructional models with guidance from Washington State 

Department of Health, Office of the Governor, and OSPI
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REOPENING SCHOOLS SURVEY: RESULTS
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FACE MASKS
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COMFORTABILITY FACTORS
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TRANSPORTATION
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ATTENDING SCHOOL IN FALL
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PREFERRED INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL
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CONCERNS ABOUT RETURNING TO SCHOOL
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QUESTIONS



MODELS UNDER EXAMINATION 

A/B Schedule /continuous 
learning

 In Person Instruction 

 A/B Schedule 

 Tues/Thurs

 Wed/Fri

 Mondays are Continuous 
(Distance) Learning  

Two week face-to-
face/continuous learning

 In Person Instruction 

 4 days a week

 Rotating every other week 
(two weeks face-to-face) 
with Continuous Learning 
2.0 

 Mondays are Continuous 
(Distance) Learning  

Half Day / continuous 
learning

 In Person Instruction 

 ½ day Instruction 4 days a 
week

 AM and PM schedule

 Supplement with 
continuous Learning 2.0  

 Mondays are Continuous 
(Distance) Learning  

Continuous (Distance) Learning 2.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mandy First option is 5 days a week 



SYNCHRONOUS VS. ASYNCHRONOUS
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING (SEL)

 SEL will be embedded in all models. 

 School counselor support of SEL could be 
done on Mondays and virtually in order to 
protect instructional time.

 Built in time for community circles within the 
elementary day and secondary class periods. 

 Second Step (K-8) and Character Strong (9-12) 
would occur during on campus instruction. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mandy reasons: to emphasize the importance of the adopted SEL curriculum to ensure equity among staff for teaching SEL curriculum to maintain instructional time in the 6 periods of instruction due to the rotating days and shorter class periods 



COMMUNICATION AND GRADING
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COMMUNICATION – GOALS & RATIONALE

Goal: To maximize learning and ensure school-family 
communication that is:

 Predictable---We know when to expect it

 Accurate---No mixed messages

 Inclusive---Meets the needs of each family

 Reasonable---It is not overwhelming
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COMMUNICATION
BIG PICTURE
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COMMUNICATION –
NEWSLETTER

Predictable
• Common District-wide format
• Email sent on Fridays

Accurate
• Timely and complete information

Inclusive
• Allows for translation
• Written for readability
• Allows for school personalization

Reasonable
• ONE page of MOST important information
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ELEMENTARY COMMUNICATION – SCHOOLOGY

Matrix

Weekly Folders

Day Folders

Content Folders

Lessons
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SECONDARY COMMUNICATION - SCHOOLOGY

Course

Weekly Folders

Day Folders

Content Folders

Lessons
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GRADING

Goals and Rationale for Elementary and Secondary

 Beginning in the fall of 2020, all secondary students (grades 7-12) in 
the Puyallup School District will receive grades as outlined in School 
Board Policy (Policy 2420 and 2420R) using the PSD Grading Scale A 
through F.

 Providing feedback to students in order to communicate growth and 
areas of concern.

 Common forms for teachers to communicate participation in various 
2.0 activities to parents (Teams meetings, apps access, etc.).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jessica Secondary: No matter what plan the district moves forward with, the direction from OSPI is that we will use the district adopted grading scale. 



GRADING – ELEMENTARY EXPECTATIONS

 Super Standards

 Bi-Monthly Participation Report sent out to families 

 Rubrics aligned to elementary grading scale of 1, 2, 3, and 4 so that 
the grading process is clear for parents/guardians and students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jessica Both secondary and elementary are using a feedback menu that is similar to the one on the left in order to provide feedback that is specific and moves students thinking. The purpose of feedback is to support student reflection and continued growth while the learning is still relevant. Given the reduction in student-teacher interaction, feedback should be given a minimum of once a week (Secondary) Examples of types of feedback are similar to the chart on the left. Creating rubrics for each grade level based on the Super StandardsList of formative and summative assessments based on content delivery for each grade levelDetermine a final date for reports to go out based on input from communications



Secondary grading and assessment practices outlined in Board 
Policy will be implemented if and/or when schools must shift to 
“Continuous Learning 2.0”, with the following considerations:

 Summative reassessment rules extended 

 Due dates for student formative work will be flexible and 
reflect the reality of online student requirements. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teachers  extend the 10-school day summative reassessment rule up to 15-school days.   Due dates for student formative work will be flexible and reflect the reality of online student requirements.   Teachers of AP and dual-enrollment courses may retain the 10-day summative reassessment rule in order to keep students current with the demands of the curriculum. Students who participate in interventions or special programs (i.e. ELL, Self-Contained), will continue to receive accommodations required by their program. Teachers will make reasonable accommodations and adaptations to work, due dates, assessments, etc. as needed in conjunction with their case manager’s recommendations. Students whose course work is defined by an IEP will continue to receive the accommodations required through the IEP process. General Education teachers and case managers will collaborate in conjunction with the IEP Team to develop and implement accommodations based on the unique needs of individual students, which could impact the grading criteria. Reasonable accommodations and modifications to assignments, due dates, assessments, grading, etc. can be adjusted based on a team decision through the IEP process.  Other considerations and modifications to Grading policyDigital formative submissions that are blank or include the incorrect document will be flagged as missing with a value of zero. Summative submissions that are blank or include the incorrect document will be temporarily flagged as missing and the student will need to complete the reassessment process.  At the end of the extended 15-day reassessment window, if the student has not re-submitted the summative assignment/assessment, the missing flag will be removed and a comment of “No Evidence” will be applied following School Board Grading Policy.The PSD has adopted an Academic Honesty statement that defines and addresses plagiarism, cheating on formative and summative assessments, inappropriate use of online translators, and submitting another student’s work as their own. This statement can be incorporated into all syllabi, formative, and/or summative assignments and assessments.  



QUESTIONS



CONTINUOUS (DISTANCE) LEARNING 2.0



CONTENT DELIVERY

Goals and Rationale

 Consistent expectations as much as possible with maximized 
teacher choice.

 Balance between synchronous and asynchronous learning 
that considers the age and abilities of the student audience. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tommy One guiding rationale that framed our work was wanting consistent expectations for all teachers but while still leaving room for teacher choice within the guidelines. The other consideration that guided this work was trying to strike a balance between synchronous and asynchronous expectations of students that accounted for the age and abilities of the students. 



CONTENT DELIVERY – ELEMENTARY EXPECTATIONS

 Live sessions daily with homeroom teacher 
(recorded and posted)

30-60 minute session dedicated to Community 
Building 

Asynchronous Activities outside of live time. 
Supported by short videos. Intentionally planned 
to align with live teaching content. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tommy Each elementary student will receive live teaching from their homeroom teacher once daily. There will be a mix of whole group and small group teaching, so on small group days the teacher would hold multiple sessions but students would only join once. Live teaching will begin with a social emotional check in, followed by mini lessons in core content, guided practice, and time for questions before leaving. Primary grades will see students from 20-40 minutes each session, 3rd through 6th will see students 45-60 minutes per session. Special education homerooms will see primary students 20-40 minutes per day, intermediate 20-60 minutes a day, in a combination of whole group, small group, or one on one sessions as necessary for student and family needs. A 30-60 minute session once per week will be dedicated to community building. Our rationale behind this is that if we are full continuous learning to start the year, traditional relationship building activities will not take place. This session is where teachers will teach second step, art, do team building activities, possibly show and tell, or scavenger hunts, and preview the upcoming week. We are leaving it to teacher discretion whether this session is their once daily live, or in addition to that session at a different time in the day. All live teaching will be supported by asynchronous activities designed by teachers. This could be work in curriculum consumables, or participation in online curriculum platforms or apps. The most important piece is that these assignments are intentionally designed to align with their live content as practice opportunities, and should be accompanied by very short videos for support. An example would be a screen recording of the teacher walking through the process for one math problem. Goals: Practice with feedbackFormative assessmentWorkbooks from district curriculumOnline Curriculum ResourcesApps and WebsitesShort Video Support 



CONTENT DELIVERY – ELEMENTARY EXPECTATIONS

 Resource, EL, LAP, Title, OT, PT, Speech – 30 minutes per group 
per week to start. 

 PE, Library, Music, Orchestra, Band – Live 20-30 minute 
sessions once per week that follow master schedule. Option to 
hold grade level sessions. 

 Each Specialist and Interventionist will have their own Schoology 
Course that the homeroom teacher links to in their weekly 
communication and daily folders. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tommy The committee has also outlined expectations for specialists and interventionists. We began with a general guideline of 30 minutes per group per week for Resource, EL, LAP, Title, OT, PT, and Speech. We know OSPI will come out with more guidelines for students with IEPs, 504s, and those who qualify for EL, LAP, and Title services, and so these guidelines will be revised to match further regulations once they become available. These live sessions could occur in various formats, including joining the homeroom live session and being placed in a breakout room with those students, possibly joining the small group teaching sessions, or it could be an additional live session for that student to attend for the day. Having a set schedule for homeroom sessions will allow these interventionists to also schedule predictable sessions with their students. These teachers will also design asynchronous work as needed, with consideration and collaboration with homeroom teachers. PE, library, and music specialists will schedule live sessions once per week that follow the master schedule set by the building. These could be held with multiple classrooms as an option. Specialists that traditionally see their students twice in a week will create an asynchronous activity for students to complete on their second day of specialists within the week. Each Specialist and Interventionist will have their own Schoology Course that the homeroom teacher directly links to in their weekly communication and daily folders. That way specialists will create the work for students and can manage participation and grades for themselves without having to be admin in multiple homeroom courses. 



SECONDARY CALENDAR

Teachers would be only teaching synchronously for 30 minutes 
in each time window. The extra time allows for individual 
questions and answers with breaks for students and teachers.

Period Time

1st Period 8:30-9:30

2nd Period 9:30-10:30

3rd Period 10:30-11:30

Lunch 11:30-12:00

4th Period 12:00-1:00

5th Period 1:00-2:00

6th Period 2:00-3:00

Aligning Junior High and High School schedules provides 
consistency across the district. 

Suggested PLC times built in.

3rd- 10:30-11:00 All teachers teach in the front half of this block

3rd- 11:00-11:30 Built in PLC time

Lunch 11:30-12:00 Duty Free

4th- 12:00-12:30 Built in PLC time

4th- 12:30- 1:00 All teachers teach in the back half of this block

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tommy Choose a schedule across all Junior Highs and High Schools – 9th graders who take courses at the high school would then not have conflict. Teachers should teach in their allotted time.   Builds in time for PLCs and Team collaboration  Builds in time for planning and giving effective feedback to students  Students that miss their time can attend another class, but the expectation is that their scheduled course takes primacy. Synchronous Instruction: 6-period day 



SECONDARY CALENDAR

Recommendation for core academic classes:
 5 Sessions per week, minimum 2 synchronous 
 AP Suggestion: 3 synchronous, 2 asynchronous
 Non-AP Suggestion: 2 synchronous, 3 asynchronous
 SEL should be incorporated by instructor throughout each 

synchronous session in order to provide learners with 
support/coping/interaction/team building

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tommy In order to promote student learning in the event of a closure, a blend of both synchronous and asynchronous learning are required. The purpose of these times is to provide both content learning, processing, and to connect relationally.  The purposes for these sessions is to advance students’ knowledge and skills with respect to the established standards for the course and reduce stresses for students who developmentally are not prepared for full asynchronous learning. To that end, the following infographic may be helpful: Mention posting recorded lessons



SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING

 Embed SEL activities and curriculum in September to build classroom 
culture.

 Coordinate among departments or utilize a building-wide plan to avoid 
duplication with SEL/reflection activities

 Create an ongoing plan for tangible, documented outreach for kids who 
are struggling or not showing up at all.

 Recognize the need for students and families to voice challenges from 
the spring and guide them in building capacity when these arise.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Embed SEL activities and curriculum in September to build classroom culture.Second Steps K-8 curriculum and Character Strong 9-12 curriculumBuildings should develop/research resources to provide for teachersUtilize advisories or homerooms in Secondary, when possibleCoordinate among departments or utilize a building-wide plan to avoid duplication with SEL/reflection activitiesSuggest a day in the schedule each week that is clubs/activities/catch-up day for student work.Example: Monday is community building, activities/clubs, advisory, and a typical "late start" for meetings or collaboration amongst staff. Each department may be responsible once a month, or school counselors, for a small school-wide activity.Create an ongoing plan for tangible, documented outreach for kids who are struggling or not showing up at all. Examining best practices for taking attendance in closure and follow-up with missing students.Access our counselors and support staff.Building Care Teams, etc.Recognize the need for students and families to voice challenges from the spring and guide them in building capacity when these arise.Line divides synch/asynch DISCUSS 



POSITIVES AND CHALLENGES

Positives Challenges

Students can work at their own pace Wi-Fi access for all students 

Schedules for learning can be adapted to meet families 
needs 

Student engagement 

Lessons can be reviewed multiple times Meeting program specific requirements 

Reduced exposure to COVID Family and school schedule misalignment 

Language barriers 

Presenter
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CONTINUOUS (DISTANCE) LEARNING 2.0 
HEALTH & SAFETY

• There are no health and safety concerns 
regarding Continuous Learning 2.0



QUESTIONS
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HYBRID MODELS



HYBRID: HALF DAYS
INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL 



HALF DAY MODEL

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
• Planning
• Cont. Learning 2.0
• Collaboration
• Student/Teacher Office 

Hour

Class Periods 1,2,3 
AM

Class Periods 4,5,6 
AM

Class Periods 1,2,3 
AM

Class Periods 4,5,6 
AM

½ of Elementary 
Class

½ of Elementary 
Class

½ of Elementary 
Class

½ of Elementary 
Class

Class Periods 1,2,3 
PM

Class Periods 4,5,6 
PM

Class Periods 1,2,3 
PM

Class Periods 4,5,6 
PM

½ of Elementary 
Class

½ of Elementary 
Class

½ of Elementary 
Class

½ of Elementary 
Class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Candice In-person instruction Tuesday through Friday, either AM or PMClasses split in halfOff-campus time spent participating in continuous learning activities.Continuous learning only on MondaysTeacher planningProfessional developmentStaff meetingsFamilies on shared scheduleOne-hour midday: teacher lunch, clean up, and preparations for the PM group



OVERALL CONSIDERATIONS:
Students receiving special education services (Support Center, Resource, WRAP, Excel, Gateway, 
Advance, Deaf and Hard of Hearing (DHH), and KITE), students attending Walker High School, or 
students identified as McKenney-Vento may attend in-person learning all day Tuesday – Friday.

1 hour in between AM / PM Schedule is built in for cleaning, preparing for second session, and 
staff lunch.

To provide students with access to the instructor, it is suggested office hours occur on Monday. Office 
hours are an optional opportunity for students to drop-in via Teams to ask questions or get support from 
their teachers. Mondays should be reserved for collaboration, planning, and office hour student support 
or small group live sessions. 

Lunches will not be served for students on half day schedule. Weekly breakfasts and lunches will 
continue to be provided on Monday.  Lunches will be set aside for our special education students 
who attend in-person learning all day Tuesday – Friday. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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HALF DAY MODEL – POSITIVES AND CHALLENGES

Positives Challenges

Consistent in-person content 4 days a week Transportation and childcare may be difficult for 
families to arrange

Ease of teacher planning Sanitizing between AM and PM session may be tricky

No recess and lunch policies to modify Smaller periods of time in-person, possibly further 
shortened by arrival/dismissal requirements

Shorter blocks of time wearing masks
General note: face masks limit view of mouths, 

difficulty for social emotional needs as well as sounds, 
etc. 

Fewer students moving through campus Specialist schedules will be tight, and may result in 
shorter blocks

2 full lengths periods a week of being face to face with 
students 

Double transportation requirements and temperature 
checks

Students would be attending school four days a week Childcare challenges 
Challenging for part time-time staff members 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Candice Our most important positive is being able to see students each day, but off course the challenge is that it is a shortened time. Another positive is that with this plan, it is the smallest amount of time students have to wear masks, and the smallest amount of off-campus time teachers have to plan for. Some other challenges are that specialist schedules will be very tight, and that sanitizing between groups will be very tricky. 



HYBRID: HALF DAYS
HEALTH & SAFETY

• Daily Health Checks (twice per day in this model)
• Disinfecting and Cleaning process in between AM/PM session
• Transitions: hallways, commons, cafeterias, flow of 

students/staff
• Classroom Configuration: Six feet distancing and capacity
• Health Room vs. Quarantine Space

• Staffing and Space Challenges
• With two sessions per day, there is increased opportunity for 

viral transmission within the day



HYBRID: HALF DAYS
HEALTH & SAFETY

• Transportation
• Twice the runs needed daily to accommodate two sessions
• Increased runs needed to maintain social distancing (50% 

seat capacity-40 elementary students, 26 secondary)
• Disinfect buses between each run: staff challenge
• Not enough time between AM drop off and PM pick up

• Drop off/Pick up Process
• Food Service Model: Huge challenges



QUESTIONS
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HYBRID: TWO WEEKS FACE-TO-
FACE/CONTINUOUS LEARNING 

INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL



TWO WEEKS ROTATING

Instructional 
minutes to be 

served via onsite
and continuous 

(distant) learning 
experiences at 

two-week
intervals.

Presenter
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MONDAY 
PROFESSIONAL DAYS

Monday Planning
Instructional planning 
and collaboration on 
Mondays

Planning T-F
E- 1x PE, 1x Music, 1x 
Library time 
S- Planning period 
remains 

Mondays would be an asynchronous day for 
students as teachers work collaboratively 
and plan instruction.

Teachers would need to shift planning from 
a M-F mindset to a T-M mindset.

Support students who are “furthest away 
from educational opportunity;” Non-
instructional staff could also support 
students with all the other non-academic, 
but school related stuff.

Presenter
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ROTATION SCHEDULE

Group Instruction Week Unit 
of 

Study

A
B

In-person
Remote

Sept 7-11 1

A
B

In-person
Remote

Sept 14-18 2

A
B

Remote
In-person

Sept 21-25 3

A
B

Remote
In-person

Sept 28-Oct 
2

4

First Day of School
Remote/Professional Learning
Group A
Group B

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sophia Use Monday as staff professional day to include weekly staff/department meetings, professional learning, and collaboration.Protect at least 5 hours of this time for teachers to develop asynchronous lessons for students.Divide students into “A Group” and “B Group” of equal sizes.The “A group” will engage in on campus instruction (OCI)I while the “B group” will engage in remote learning.At the end of the two-week period, the groups would flip flop.Students would have 8 OCI days and 12 remote learning days in a four-week period.



SAMPLE SCHEDULE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elementary is going to stay in their classroom. 



IN-PERSON LEARNING

Instructional Blocks
ELA and Math Super Standards
Science and Social Studies integrated or E/O day
Second Step lesson (2x week) plus review
Independent work reserved for at home rotation
Assessments
Complete district and state assessments in class
Review Day
Reserve part of “return to school” day for review of 
skills & expectations (T)
Regarding 1:1 Devices
All students will have access to a device

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sophia Computer “training” during month 1 at school for studentsStudents leave 1-1 device at home (grades K-2)*unless needed for assessments each trimesterStudents travel with 1-1 device (grades 3-6)



CONTINUOUS (DISTANCE) LEARNING

Skills Practice

 Teachers assign work using district curriculum that provides practice for 
skills taught during in-class instruction

 District adopted apps to supplement paper/consumable practice

Family Supports

 Support for families through Family University.

Instructional Schedule Considerations

 Elementary - Common weekly schedule and matrix 

 Secondary - continued live teaching (whether in-person or remote) allows 
students to stick to a schedule and move forward with their learning in a 
consistent fashion.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sophia Students receiving special education services specified self-contained classroom and many resource classes would receive preference for 4 days of full days of in-person learning (Tuesday – Friday).  Specially Designed Instruction (SDI) Minutes and ELL Minutes for newcomers, emergent, and progressing students would occur on OCI days. SDI could occur on students’ typical non-OCI week (some of this could also be accomplished with 4 days of OCI, but 2 of the days are half days).Two/One-week model will provide longer chunks of continuous OCI and student contact.  



POSITIVES AND CHALLENGES

Positives Challenges

Full days with students allows for longer periods of teaching Teachers unable to check in frequently with students at home 
(given the expectation to teach all day T-F). Access and 
instruction with students at home during this time will be 
limited.

Small groups of students for two weeks at a time may result 
in more intensive instructional opportunities

Two weeks away from direct instruction is not best 
practice when we consider long-term memory research

Skill acquisition could be greater with 2 
weeks of consistent practice

Reteaching of expectations and review of academic skill 
required when returning after two weeks

In rotating groups of students, instruction follows the typical 
school day schedule

Concern about equitable outcomes when students are not in 
class for two weeks, without frequent opportunity for teacher 
supports

Two-week quarantine Engagement may dip after a few days away from school as we 
saw with distance learning 2.0

Extra curricular activities and sports  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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HYBRID: TWO WEEKS FACE-TO-
FACE/CONTINUOUS LEARNING MODEL

HEALTH & SAFETY
• Daily Health Check: similar challenge for each model
• Disinfecting and Cleaning
• Transitions: hallways, commons, cafeterias, flow of 

students/staff
• Classroom Configuration: 6 feet distancing and capacity
• Cleaning and disinfecting at secondary level between class 

periods
• Health Room vs. Quarantine Space

• Staffing and space challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mario 



HYBRID: TWO WEEKS FACE-TO-
FACE/CONTINUOUS LEARNING MODEL

HEALTH & SAFETY

• Transportation
• Increased runs needed to maintain social 

distancing (50% seat capacity-40 elementary 
students, 26 secondary)

• Routing challenges still exist but less complex
• Drop off/Pick up
• Food Service Model: Students not at school?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mario 



QUESTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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HYBRID: FULL DAYS A/B - TWO DAYS A WEEK
INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tabitha 



A/B MODEL
• With this model students have three 
remote learning days and two on 
campus instruction (OCI) days.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Traditional Late 
Start Time Block: 
Professional 
Learning & Staff 
Meetings.

Remaining Time:
PLC/ Planning/ 
Asynchronous 
Material Creation

A Group Present 
on site

B Group Present 
on site

A Group Present 
on site

B Group Present 
on site

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tabitha Similar plan between secondary and elementary



A/B/C MODEL-
SECONDARY

If the A/B is not feasible to meet the 
social distancing requirements, we 
suggest an A,B,C model 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Traditional Late 
Start Time Block: 
Professional 
Learning & Staff 
Meetings.

Remaining Time:
PLC/ Planning/ 
Asynchronous 
Material Creation

A Group Present 
on site

B Group Present 
on site

C Group Present 
on site

Remote 
Learning Day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tabitha For secondary if the class sizes don’t permit for social distancing and CDC guidelines



IN-PERSON LEARNING
 Elementary and Secondary
 Use of Super Standards
 SEL component incorporated daily
 Independent work is reserved for at home.

 Elementary
 ELA and Math are taught daily
 Science and Social Studies are on alternating days with an 

emphasis on incorporating in the ELA standards already being 
covered in class.

 Some assessments can now be completed in person

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tabitha 



CONTINUOUS LEARNING 2.0
 Elementary
 Focus is to re-teach and reinforce skills that have already been taught in 

person.
 Mondays – small groups live/recorded on Microsoft Teams, focused on 

Super Standards
 Off-Campus Tuesday-Friday
 Activities to follow CL2.0 Plan

 Secondary
 Reninforcing skills taught live
 Learning lower level content (Bloom's Taxonomy)
 Mondays- Teachers plan & students' practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tabitha 



INSTRUCTION AND 
PEDAGOGY-
SECONDARY

Teachers need to communicate schedule in advance, so 
students have a clear picture of the expectations for the week.

Because OCI is limited, lessons should focus on activities that 
ensure collaboration and student voice. Adjust assessment 
practices to allow summative assessment to occur on remote 
learning days when feasible.  

Recorded sessions need to be offered to ensure equity for 
students who cannot join live sessions.

Additionally, a consideration to how we teach live lessons must 
consider that students who are participating via remote learning 
will have a different experience and develop best practices 
around this layer of instruction.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tabitha Special EducationOption to offer self-contained program students full-day school Tuesday-FridayConsider limited access to general education inclusion during COVIDResource 1 area on their IEP: push-in or pull-out model during their in-person time2+ areas on their IEP: offer to additional full days during the week  (large area, spaced out, paras for support with their “off-campus” work)InterventionistsOT/PT/Speech – professional discretion to prioritize higher needs for pull out/push in/teletherapyEL – Level 1 – offer to stay f1 to 2 additional days during the week (if not, pull out during in-person time)Level 2 – Pull  out 2 times a week for 1:1 or small group lessonLevel 3 – remain on monitoring, weekly check-in with homeroom teacher, may see students in push-in modelSites assigned to eliminate travel between buildingsTitle/LAPDaily 30 minutes lessons per group Tuesday-FridayPrioritize most intensive groups for in-person pull out twice per weekAll other groups delivered virtually Tuesday-Friday during off-campus timeMcKenney Vento students offered full day school Tuesday-FridaySpecialistsVirtual Band/Orchestra: (Music theory, instrument care, reading music) Live/Recorded sessionsMusic/Library/PE: Possibly located in homeroom push-in model depending on CDC guidelinesIn-person every other week, live/recorded Teams lessons during off-campus time alternating weeks



EQUITY AND INTERVENTION

1

Those “furthest from 
education opportunity,” as 
outlined by OSPI 
(Complete List Here), 
would receive preference 
for 4 days of OCI as 
rotating days provide 
opportunities to close the 
opportunity gap. 

2

Specially Designed 
Instruction could occur on 
students’ typical non-OCI 
day but most of this 
should be accomplished 
during the four (4) OCI 
days.

3

Students who are eligible 
for special education 
services and special 
programs  in non-
academic areas will have 
their services determined 
by the IEP Team.

4

Students receiving special 
education services or 
English Learners  could 
benefit from attending the 
same general education 
class twice in an area in 
which a student needs 
more interventions.

5

Platforms such as 
OneNote, in addition to 
tools within Schoology, are 
recommended to assist 
with issues of access and 
equity, especially in terms 
of internet access. It is 
essential to ensure the 
accessibility of Wi-Fi/ 
hotspots for students.
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https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/workgroups/Reopening%20Washington%20Schools%202020%20Planning%20Guide.pdf


CTE/MUSIC/ELECTIVE/SPECIALTY CLASSES

Arts and CTE are recommended to use a cycle of practice-performance by which remote 
learning opportunities are used to practice skills, access content, prepare for class so that OCI 
can be focused on performance in the arts and in-depth labs in the CTE classes

Due to dual credit opportunities, industry standards, and the mission to ensure students are 
both college AND career ready, we must ensure instructional needs and student access needs 
are met in order to provide students with the richness of these opportunities.



POSITIVES AND CHALLENGES

Positives Challenges
The quality of lessons and the amount of time to cover 
the super standards won’t be rushed, students will feel 
less pressure, and it is a schedule students are used 
to.

How to balance the time in class and meeting the 
needs of the students who are in distance learning on 
their day.

More time for students to collaborate and build 
relationships.

Incorporating lunch and recess for teachers and 
students (elementary)

On the A/B, rotating schedule, there is less time for 
gaps in learning.

Students are building relationships with only half of 
their classmates.

This model helps with paraeducators being able to 
reach out to support students and staff.

Planning for teachers may a bit difficult with only 
having a Monday to plan for the week.

Childcare is predictable. General note: face masks limit view of mouths, 
difficulty for social emotional needs as well as sounds, 
etc.

Increases the feedback loop of students learning, 
practicing is timely and meaningful.

Covering the content in ½ the amount of time will be 
tricky.
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HYBRID: FULL DAYS A/B- TWO DAYS A WEEK
HEALTH & SAFETY

• Daily Health Checks: Similar challenge for each model
• Transitions: Hallways, commons, cafeterias, flow of 

students/staff
• Cleaning and disinfecting at secondary level between class 

periods
• Classroom Configuration: Six feet distancing and capacity
• Health Room vs. Quarantine Space

• Staffing and Space challenges
• Food Service Model: Best option for team!
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HYBRID: FULL DAYS A/B- TWO DAYS A WEEK
HEALTH & SAFETY

• Transportation
• Special Ed routing: additional routes
• Increased runs needed to maintain social distancing 

(50% seat capacity-40 elementary students, 26 
secondary)

• Communication with families on schedule
• Drop off/Pickup
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MODELS UNDER EXAMINATION 

A/B Schedule /continuous 
learning

 In Person Instruction 

 A/B Schedule 

 Tues/Thurs

 Wed/Fri

 Mondays are Continuous 
(Distance) Learning  

Two week face-to-
face/continuous learning

 In Person Instruction 

 4 days a week

 Rotating every other week 
(two weeks face-to-face) 
with Continuous Learning 
2.0 

 Mondays are Continuous 
(Distance) Learning  

Half Day / continuous 
learning

 In Person Instruction 

 ½ day Instruction 4 days a 
week

 AM and PM schedule

 Supplement with 
continuous Learning 2.0  

 Mondays are Continuous 
(Distance) Learning  

Continuous (Distance) Learning 2.0

Presenter
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QUESTIONS
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MOVING THE WORK FORWARD
• Subcommittee of taskforce members will refine instructional 

and health and safety plans over the summer
• Instructional and health and safety plans will be vetted by 

departments and labor unions
• Board will consider taking action on the district’s reopening 

plan in August



NEXT STEPS

There are many questions that 
need to be explored at each site as 

well as district wide.  

Some broad issues 
needing clarification 

are:
Safety Systems

Professional Learning Planning for Specific 
Classes

Building Specifics 
surrounding Schedule

Building Specifics 
surrounding equity

Early Release Days Evaluation

Students and Staff 
members who “opt 

out” of hybrid learning 
due to medical 

concerns
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